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Abstract

This study aims to explore the moral disengagement in juvenile sex offenders and how their social environment relates to moral disengagement. Cognitive processes have a role in encouraging adolescents to fornicate a girl. The theory of moral disengagement can explain why adolescents do sexual offenses. This research used a qualitative method of a case study. The number of participants was seven adolescents aged 16-18 years and had been found guilty of forcibly by the court. The interview method was used to collect the data. The results showed that the juvenile sex offenders used seven forms of moral disengagement of Bandura's theory: moral justification, euphemistic labeling, displacement of responsibility, diffusion of responsibility, distortion of consequences, dehumanization, and attribution of blame. The result also showed that juvenile sex offenders used active avoidance to minimize their guilty feeling. This was a different form of early moral disengagement form of Bandura. The social environments identified in this research were the family condition, permissive environmental, peer group, pornographic exposure, lack of appreciation of religion, and the absence of adverse reaction from the victim.
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Introduction

Sexual crime against women is still occurring in Indonesia. According to the Indonesian Women’s National Commission, in 2018, sexual crime against women had increased by 14% from the previous year (Komnas Perempuan, 2019). The victim of sexual crime is not only adult women but also young girls. From the offender side, adolescent boys can also be a sex offender. Juvenile sex offenders usually do their first sexual crimes at the age of 12-7 years old (Schuler, 2014). This phenomenon, which has negative impacts, should be suppressed. One way to overcome this phenomenon is to find the cause of juvenile sex offenders. Through research, the answers to why adolescents commit a sexual crime can be found. One of them is this study that traced the beliefs of juvenile sexual offenders. The results of this research can be used to design prevention and rehabilitation programs based on the cognitive aspect of adolescent boys so that they do not commit a sexual crime.

A juvenile sex offenders can be defined as an adolescent who has been convicted by the court of having committed sexual crimes (Barbaree & Marshal, 2006). Sexual crime consists of sexual violence itself such as rape or sexual violence. Other forms of sexual crime can take the form of other crimes that have a component of sexual crimes such as murder accompanied by rape (Barbaree & Marshal, 2006). According to the previous study, the forms of sexual crimes that the juvenile sex offenders have themselves been exposed were physically abused, sexually abused, emotionally abused and combination of physically, sexually and emotionally abused (Naidoo & Sewpaul, 2014).

Several studies have been conducted to investigate why adolescent commits sexual crimes. Some evidence showed that exposure to pornography (Bleakley, Hennessy, Fishbein, & Jordan, 2011; Sandvik, Nesset, Berg, & Søndenaa, 2017; Schuler, 2014), experience of sexual violence (Plummer & Cossins, 2018; Wegner, Abbey, Pierce, Pegram, & Woerner, 2015), characteristic of victim (Jewkes et al., 2012; McCann & Lussier, 2008), family disharmony (Knox, 2014; McCuish, Lussier, & Corrado, 2015) weak parental supervision (Naidoo & Sewpaul, 2014), alcohol (Hunter, Figueredo, Malamuth, & Becker, 2003; Wegner et al., 2015) and environment...
or situation that was not conducive (Jewkes et al., 2012) were the external factors that caused adolescent committed fornication. The other factors come from the internal of an individual such as antisocial personality (McCann & Lussier, 2008) and low interpersonal skills (Ryan, 2010). The low moral level is also often seen as the cause of adolescent committing sexual violence (Sandvik et al., 2017; Seto & Lalumie, 2010).

Unfortunately, not many previous studies had touched on the cognitive aspect of the the juvenile sex offenders (Beech, Ward, & Fisher, 2006). In sociocultural terms, sexual crime is seen as a manifestation of gender inequality and subordination against women. So, men only see women as sexual object (Macionis, 2009). This view based on patriarchal culture might be one of the reason or belief of juvenile sex perpetrator. They molested women without feel guilty. They know this action violate moral but they still do that action. Thus, it is necessary to know the various beliefs of the juvenile sex offenders.

The moral disengagement theory proposed by Bandura (Osofsky, Bandura, & Zimbardo, 2005) can explain the linkage of processes within the cognitive to the behavior of the individual. Moral disengagement is a cognitive structure that is formed when an individual experiences a conflict between committing a moral offense with his or her moral guidelines (Bandura, 2004). Individuals tend to perform moral disengagement when they see themselves as doing the wrong thing (Shu, Gino, & Bazerman, 2011). Moral disengagement will reduce the feelings of guilt in the individual so that individuals easily perform moral contradictory behavior (Bandura, Barbaranelli, & Caprara, 1996).

There are eight ways or form to do moral disengagement. Thus eight of moral disengagements come from three aspects namely reprehensible conduct, detrimental effect, and victim (Bandura, 2016). The first three forms of moral disengagement are moral justification, palliative/advantageous comparison, and euphemistic labeling. These three forms come from reprehensible conduct. The next forms of moral disengagement are displacement of responsibility and diffusion of responsibility. These two forms come from reprehensible
conduct and detrimental effect. The form of moral disengagement that only comes from a detrimental effect is a distortion of consequences. The last two forms are dehumanization and attribution of blame that comes from the victim aspect (Bandura, 2002, 2016).

The moral justification happens when individuals do moral justification for moral offenses. It can be said that individuals rationalize or find reasons to justify their actions (Bandura, 2016). The example of moral justification was the rationalization of soccer. They used moral justification to justify their fraud. They said that it was their responsibility to anticipate the opponent’s attack even if they had to commit a minor offense. Therefore the soccer player felt innocent when committing a violation during a match (Traclet, Romand, Moret, & Kavussanu, 2011).

Palliative comparison/advantageous comparison has happened when an individual makes comparisons between his actions with other deeds. Through this comparison, the individual can justify his actions because what he did was judged to be more valuable, more profitable, or lighter than other moral offenses (Bandura, 2016). President United States of America, George Bush, used a palliative comparison when attacking Iraq. President Bush believed that resolving nonviolent problems was less effective than the invasion of Iraq. (Cartledge et al., 2015)

Euphemistic labeling that is language can be used to refine unlawful acts committed by individuals. Euphemism has been used extensively to shape the perceptions of others so that real cruel acts no longer sound cruel (Bandura, 2016). Many sexual harassers used euphemistic labeling to describe and justify sexual harassment behavior. They sanitized their language as an attempt to appear "friendly" or "friendly" to the opposite sex when faced with their actions. Sexual harassers also justified their actions as merely "playing," or "joking" (Quinn, 2002)

Displacement of responsibility happens when individuals are more likely to engage in legal action when they see the behavior on the orders of others with authority. Thus the individual does not need to be responsible for the consequences of his actions (Bandura, 2016). Followers do not feel guilty when doing orders that have the potential to hurt others or violate
morals. The followers do it on behalf of the boss's orders, so they are free from responsibility (Johnson, 2014).

Diffusion of responsibility that is the individual feels there is a blurring of responsibility; then, the individual becomes more comfortable to do negatively (Bandura, 2016). Diffusion of responsibility is a process in the minds of individuals regarding the negative consequences of behavior (Beyer, Sidarus, Bonicalzi, Haggard, & Beyer, 2016). Negative consequences make individuals tend to avoid responsibility, especially if the behavior is carried out in a group (Bandura, 1990b). As an example, gang members tend to avoid responsibility when committing crimes in a multicolored manner (Alleyne, Fernandes, & Pritchard, 2014).

Disregard or Distortion of Consequences that is another way that an individual can easily perform an inhumane act, is to ignore or minimize the consequences of his actions (Bandura, 2016). For example, soccer players who commit violations try to minimize the impact of their cheating behavior. They perceived that cheating in the soccer game is socially acceptable (Traclet et al., 2011)

Dehumanization is the way individuals perceive and respect others determines whether the individual is capable of doing inhumane deeds (Bandura, 2016). Degrading other people can be done to women, children, ethnic minorities, patients, the poor, or people with disabilities (Haslam, 2006). In the case of gang violence, gang members were able to hurt their victims because they considered the victim is inferior to them (Alleyne et al., 2014).

Attribution of blame that is blaming other people (the victim) and the environment is one way that individuals usually use when committing unlawful or moral acts (Bandura, 2016). In rape cases, the offender usually blames the victim (Strömwall, Landström, & Alfredsson, 2014). They blame women's appearance as the cause of rape (Wolvendale, 2016).
The theory of moral disengagement has been used extensively to understand why individuals can commit unlawful acts that harm others. Moral disengagement positively correlates with bullying behavior (Caravita, Sijtsema, Rambaran, & Gini, 2014), and is positively correlated with the individual tendency to fight (Stevens & Hardy, 2011). Children in conflict with the law have higher moral disengagement than school children (Kiriakidis, 2010).

The moral theory of disengagement can also be used to analyze why individuals commit sex abuse (Page & Pina, 2015, 2018). For example, the myth of rape and the act of blaming the victim as a cause of fornication and even rape can be categorized as one of the moral mechanisms of disengagement (Bandura, 1986, 2016; Page & Pina, 2015). So it can be concluded that moral disengagement has a vital role in facilitating and encouraging the occurrence of sex abuse.

Previously there has been researched that explains the relationship between moral disengagement with attitudes toward rape (Carroll, 2009). The study showed that male students who had high levels of moral disengagement turned out to have a positive attitude to support rape. Although using the moral theory of disengagement, but the research is limited to attitudes toward rape alone. It was not the behavior of obscenity or rape. Also, the subjects of the study were male high school students. They were not juvenile sex offenders. So, this study has not yet expressed the beliefs of juvenile sex offenders.

This moral theory of disengagement is part of the grand perspective of social cognition theory (Bandura, 1986). Behavior is a reciprocal function between the environment and the individual. Thus the moral mechanism of disengagement is also inseparable from environmental elements. Therefore it is also necessary to examine social, environmental factors that may play a role in the formation of moral disengagement in adolescent perpetrators of abuse. The social factors can be exposed to violence seen by individuals (Dhingra, Debowska, Sharratt, Hyland, & Kola-palmer, 2015), family (DeLisi et al., 2014), and peer groups (Sweeten, Piquero, & Steinberg, 2013).
Therefore, previous studies about juvenile sex offenders have not examined the beliefs of juvenile sex offenders. The previous researches about the juvenile sex offenders emphasized more on the external factor and personality factor of the juvenile sex offenders such as having committed sexual abuse before (McCann & Lussier, 2008), high sexual desire (Sandvik, Nesset, Berg, & Søndenaa, 2017), low level of moral development (Van Vugt, 2011), exposure to pornography (Naidoo & Sewpaul, 2014; Schuler, 2014), characteristic of victim (McCann & Lussier, 2008) and inadequate parental supervision (Naidoo & Sewpaul, 2014). Likewise, several studies about a sexual crime that utilized moral disengagement theory also did not reveal the forms of moral disengagement of juvenile sex offenders (Petruccelli et al., 2017). This research only showed that sex offenders had higher moral disengagement than other criminals (Petruccelli et al., 2017).

It is important to know what kind of thoughts underlie juvenile sex offenders. It is equally important to finding external factors that shape those beliefs or rationalization. Thus, this time, the study was designed to fill the gap of researching juvenile sex offenders based on the moral theory of disengagement. This current study will explore the moral disengagement of juvenile sex offenders and also identified the social environment that relates to moral disengagement.

**METHOD**

This research was designed as a qualitative instrumental case study. The case study is conducted to understand human interaction within a single social unit, a single instance bounded by the caseworker in the process of designing the research (Stake, 1995). The instrumental case study is selected when there is a need to make a general and comprehensive understanding of a problem by examining one case. The instrumental case study also used to promote an understanding of a specific issue. Through a separate case study, the researcher studied a case in-depth, and the context was also scrutinized (Stake, 1995). This work is an example of an instrumental case study.
This study was conducted in the youth detention center in Blitar East Java Indonesia. Participants of this study were seven male the juvenile sex offenders. They were ranging in age between 16-18 years old. Participants came from several regions in East Java Indonesia. Participants have varied family background. Some participant had been drop-out from school.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Level of Education</th>
<th>Family background</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Drop out during Junior high school</td>
<td>His Parent divorced, he lived with his father and two young sisters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Drop out during Junior high school</td>
<td>Parents died, he lived with his big brother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Islamic Boarding School</td>
<td>He lived in Islamic Boarding School and went home to his parents on vacation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Drop out during Senior high school</td>
<td>He lived with his mother while his father worked in Jakarta as a massage therapist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3rd-grade junior high school</td>
<td>He lived with his grandfather while his parents lived in another village</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Drop out during Senior high school</td>
<td>He lived with his grandfather. His parents divorced, and each had been married again.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2nd-grade senior high school</td>
<td>He lived with his mother and brother. His father had died.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before conducting data retrieval, the researcher requested the ethical clearance to ensure that this research could be carried out ethically. The ethical clearance was obtained from the ethics committee of the university, where the researcher works. The researcher also asked about the willingness of participants to be interviewed. The participant's consent was stated through informed consent.
Data collection used the semi-structured technique. This Technique allowed the researcher to get the answer from the participant regarding the research question or the problem under study. Interview guidance was made based on the disengagement moral theory (Bandura, 1986) to direct the interview. This interview guidance covered form of (a) moral disengagement that was used by the juvenile sex offenders and (b) social environment that develop moral disengagement. Data collection was held in January – July 2018. Interviews were recorded using a recorder device. The interview process lasted 2 to 4 times. The duration of each interview session was 45-90 minutes. This interview process depended on the situation and condition of the participant and the situation of the youth detention center.

Data analysis used the stages of data analysis from stake (1995) i.e. categorization or direct interpretation, find patterns and naturalistic generalization. The first step was to read the transcript of the interview. Researcher assisted by an assistant to make a transcript of the interview result. After reading the interview transcript, the researcher made direct interrelation and categorization by searching for a keyword or multiple keywords from the data to find meaning indicating the existence of moral disengagement of the juvenile sex offenders. Furthermore, to search for meaning or understanding of cases of the juvenile sex offenders, researchers created a pattern for consistency.

Triangulation of data was used to keep the credibility or validity of this qualitative study. Triangulation of data was used by interviewing officer of the counseling division of youth detention center. The purpose of this interview was to find out participant’s background. When participants entered the youth detention center, the officer of the counseling division conducted an interview with participants. So, the interviewing officer of the counseling division was the right decision. Triangulation of data was also done by reading participants’ archives. This archives contained participant's data and the chronology of the fornication committed by participants. After comparing all the data, it was concluded that the data from the officer and archives were similar to the participant’s story.
Triangulation of investigators by asking other researchers or experts to interpret the research data was also used to complete triangulation. The results of the interpretation of other researchers were then compared with the results of the interpretations of researchers. Both interpretation results were then compared and discussed.

**Result**

Based on the data analysis, the seven participants of this study used moral disengagement to free themselves from feelings of guilt. The forms of moral disengagement were moral justification, euphemistic labeling, displacement of responsibility, diffusion of responsibility, distortion of consequences, dehumanization, and attribution of blame. Those seven forms of moral disengagement were in accordance with the theory of moral disengagement from Bandura (1986, 2016). All participants did not use palliative comparison. They never compared their offense to other types of crime.

This study also found a new form of moral disengagement. The name was active avoidance. This form was a difference with the previous theory of moral disengagement from Bandura. Table 2 below presents the kind of moral disengagement form and an example quotation of each moral disengagement form.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moral Disengagement Mechanisms</th>
<th>Examples of Quotation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moral Justification</td>
<td>yes I was curious about how it feels, and if not trying to have sex, it is not a man (N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes, mam, according to my friends, if I have a girl, but I cannot ask her to sleep together than I lose... Having a girlfriend should be able to have sexual relations...so I get the benefit (J)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes, …one friend challenged another friend, told him to bring his girlfriend. Then this friend brought the girl to the group, …and all raped her in turn. At first, I just</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
saw them, then one of my friends invited me …then I also did it. (R)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Euphemistic Labeling</th>
<th>Anget-Angetan (Making warm together) (N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Displacement of Responsibility</td>
<td>yeah..if I rejected, they would not take me home and the second I would be beaten (H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffusion of Responsibility</td>
<td>I do not know since when there has been a habit like that, it was already there, me and my friend used to do that, it became a habit, it is okay to sleep with friend's girl.. sometimes even my friend told the others to sleep with his girl, especially when he wants to break a relationship with his girlfriend (R) But I was not the one who should be responsible, ma’am… my part was just calling that girl, my friend was the person who must be responsible... The initiation was from him. (J)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distortion of Consequences</td>
<td>Yes..the girl was crying..but I did not take care of that” (N) Once, there was a girl demanded my responsibility, her house was a little far away from my house, I felt bad, so… then well, I broke up that girl. Done it (J). The girl did not tell her parents… nothing happened. So I felt fresh, I just felt fresh, moreover, nothing happened, there was nothing, there was no report, so I thought that action was nothing, it was okay… it has been a long time, so yeah... I thought nothing” “the victim did not report to the police… so I thought it was okay. Nothing happened. So I felt okay… I felt fresh (A) Yes, I paid for the food, took her for a walk. All was spent on my money, so I thought I deserve to have my reward. I had been pleasing her, so it was naturally if I had sex with her. It was my fee after pleasing her. (R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dehumanization</td>
<td>The girl is only for fun, well, just like people say that life without making love is like a flowerless garden (J) so with the victim's I just vented my lust (A) I thought the feeling will be different when we play sex with a different girl. I have never tasted my victim before (N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attribution of blame</td>
<td>Yeah…that girl did not seem to have shame. She was a bad girl ma’am. My victim was a naughty girl. She was often taken by others boy to the hotel or villa. So for me, I did not feel guilty about sleeping with her (F) Sometimes there were girls who seduce men. The girls wore sexy clothes or pants on the thighs. They used short pant and tight shirt. So what do you think? How about that, girls was like challenging boys. Actually, girls seduced boys. They attracted boys, so the boys would be interested in her. Yeah, all the same, wore shorts, open clothes, used powder eyelashes, lipstick, and perfume. All those were to seduce men. (N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Avoidance</td>
<td>Yeah, just relax. Don’t worry. No need to think about that. If you get bored with your girlfriend, just replace it with someone else. (R). Everything had been happened, there is no point in thinking about it. (R)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Data analysis also identified several social environments that constituted moral disengagement on the juvenile sex offenders. Social environments that shaped moral disengagement of participants were peer group, lack of family attention, lack of religiosity, permissive environment, exposure to pornography and the absence of negative reaction from victim or punishment. Table 3 below presents those social environments that formatted moral disengagement.

### Table 3

**Social Environment that Constituted Moral Disengagement on The juvenile sex offenders**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social Environment</th>
<th>Examples of Quotation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Peer Group               | *I was affected by my friends, they told me that watching a porn film it's okay, so I addicted to watching that kind of film, I usually go to the internet cafe and open porn film link, then watch that porn video. (A)*<br>yes ... since ...... secondary school... second grade ... since I have been hanging out with friends... So ... that thought was from a friend ...yeah...school taught this and this, but outside of school I used to play with some friends from a different school, naughty boy, they often drink alcohol, play women, so finally I ignored what the teacher said (J)*
  |
|                         | *I better choose a friend than my girlfriend...The best friend is hard to find...it is easier to find another girlfriend than loyal friend.... I was loyal to my friend. (R).* |
| Lack of Family Attention | *My Father paid more attention to my younger sisters, I felt unnoticed (N)*<br>My parent was divorced and each of them had been remarriage. Now each is busy with their new family. I Lived with my grandparents. Actually, my father was often drunk. (F)* |
| Lack of Religiosity      | *My father told me, shouted, snapped when told me to pray, but I did not pray until I was hit by my father (J)*<br>My father asked me to go to the church, I did not want to. I did not go to the church (N)* |
| Permissive Environment   | *Yeah, right there, I seduced my girlfriend to have sex there. Internet rental. The internet rental’s guard knew some people had sex there, but he just shut up. So...it was free, the internet rental was free. (R)* |
My father’s friend also likes to have sex with girls. He did it at lodging around the square, near my house. I knew it, he also knew that I also did it (N).

My friend invited me to his boarding house. There is a young woman in his room. Then we drank alcohol together. We were drunk…then it happened (E)

Exposure to Pornography

That was, uhm. Since I watched that porn video on the internet, I wanted to keep watching and watching that film again. If you have ever seen a porn video, you would be addicted to watching that video. Like playing video games, if you have ever played a video game, you would keep playing that game, just like that. You don’t want to change it. (A)

The Absence of Negative Reaction from Victim and Punishment.

But, that was okay… I came home from work and it was nothing from my neighbors… my neighbor was not angry to me… yes… ... I did not think there was any business with w anymore, it had been already done, I thought that was normal…… then I did not think anymore … (A)

Discussion

*Moral Disengagement*

All participants indicated that they have moral disengagement about sexual behavior. This study identified seven forms of moral disengagement from Bandura and one new. Having inaccurate beliefs about the inequality of sexual relationships between men and women, viewing the woman as a sexual object and blaming the women were used widely by participants as forms of moral disengagement. Other moral disengagements were a misperception about the consequences, evading responsibility, refusing to rethink, and using euphemistic labeling. Here, the explanation of each moral disengagement of the juvenile sex offenders.

*Moral Justification*

Moral offenders usually have justification for their action (Bandura, 2016). In the case of the juvenile sex offenders, participant rationalized or looked for a reason to justify their immoral behavior. In the process of carrying moral justification, the sex offender made their destructive behavior can be accepted socially and personally (Wegner et al., 2015). Thus, they did not feel guilty.
Most participants in this study stated that sexual intercourse was common in their peer group. One participant said that sexual intercourse was the result that must be obtained in dating. For some participants, their peer group was more important than a girlfriend. One participant even admitted that in his peer group if they wanted to break up their girlfriend, they would ask a friend to sleep with his girlfriend. So they could use this reason to break up his girlfriend.

“They were my hang out friends. They told me that it was okay to have sex with a girl. All used to do” (J).

“Yes mam, according to my friends, if I have a girl but I can’t ask her to sleep together than I lose,. Having a girlfriend should be able to have sexual relation…so I get the benefit” (J).

“Once, I had three girlfriends. Each had a different function. One person was for money. I used her money. The other person for that… If I wanted to have sex, I went to her house. The last person was to accompany me out on Saturday night. ….. but actually, I have slept already with all of them” (R)

“The girlfriend that I used to take her on Saturday night, I took her to my friends. Then I told my friends, you can fuck her…because I wanted to break her up” (R).

Inaccurate belief about the inequality of sexual relationships between men and women became a source of moral justification on juvenile sex offenders. The views of the participant are in line with the previous study about men’s motivation to abuse women. According to this previous study, 51% of the prisoner in sexual abuse cases describes women as the sexual object whose function is to serve men’s sexual desire (Beech, Ward, & Fisher, 2006). In a patriarchal culture, Gender inequality is usually experienced by women (Brahmana, Suryanto, & Bagong, 2018). Gender role inequality serves to strengthen the social ties of men and build a collective masculine identity (Quinn, 2002). Harassing women sexually is considered a form of conformity of men to masculine values (Bowes-Sperry & O’Leary-Kelly, 2014). Juvenile sex offenders then imitated this view. This view then became moral justification. It was in accordance with the participant statement that if he did not dare to have sexual intercourse, then he was considered not a man.
“Yes I was curious about how it feels, and if not trying to have sex, it is not a man” (N)

In addition to views that demean women and loyalty to groups often become the justification for the adolescent to do sexual abuse (Page & Pina, 2015). Adolescent usually wants to be accepted by their peers. This situation might encourage the adolescent to conform to their group norms about treating their girlfriends (Bowes-Sperry & O’Leary-Kelly, 2014).

**Euphemistic Labeling**

Euphemism has been used widely to shape others' perceptions so that cruel actions no longer sound cruel and at the same time, reduce individual responsibility for their actions (Bandura, 2002, 2016). In this study, only one participant used euphemistic labeling. The rest said that they never used a particular term to replace the terms of sexual abuse. The term used by the participant was the Javanese language, "anget-angetan". This word means to warm one another. "Anget-angetan" sounds more subtle than sexual intercourse. Sexual harasser usually uses smoother terms as their attempt to reduce the actual meaning of their action so that they can do it comfortably (Page & Pina, 2015).

**Displacement of responsibility**

Moral control will function well if an individual knows he is involved in negative behavior that has damage impact, but if an individual thought he was just carrying out the orders of others, the individual would feel free to commit moral violation (Bandura, 2002; White & Bandura, 2009). In this study, one participant admitted that he was forced to rape the victim. The other perpetrator of fornication would beat him if he did not do what they said.

“Initially, I was just waiting in front of a tofu factory. However, then, they told me to come in. Then, they forced me to fuck the victim. If, I did not do it, I was threatened that I would be beaten and not be taken home. I saw, my friend’s big brother agreed, so I finally did it instead of being beaten” (H).

Adolescents can experience pressure or coercion from their friend to commit criminal acts. Coercion and threats can force an individual to do what they are told (Esiri, 2016). This
situation makes adolescent maintain their own safety. Participant H said that reason made him feel free of responsibility so he could do sexual abuse.

**Diffusion of responsibility**

Individuals can commit sexual abuse without feeling guilty because there is a blur of responsibility (Page & Pina, 2015). Diffusion of responsibility occurs because of job differences of several subgroups, group decision making, and habits (Bandura, 2016; Bandura et al., 1996). The result of this study showed that most participants engaged diffusion of responsibility as a moral disengagement mechanism. These participants said that another friend should be responsible. They also said that they were used to do fornication, so they did not feel guilty.

Diffusion of responsibility is a process in an individual mind about the consideration of behavior. If the consequences are negative, the individual tends to avoid responsibility especially if the detrimental behavior is carried out in the crowd (Beyer, Sidarus, Bonicalzi, & Haggard, 2016). The role of control over moral become weak indeed if the individual feels exposed to the obscurity of responsibility for violating moral (Bandura, 1990, 2016; Bandura et al., 1996). In group crime, each actor considers another actor to be more responsible.

“But I was not the one who should be responsible, ma’am, my part was just calling that girl, my friend was the person who must be responsible. The initiation was from him.” (J)

“H (one of R’s friend) was the one who was wrong because he was the one who invited” (R).

Related to habits, when individual often does negative behavior, individual gradually will assume that negative behavior is reasonable. The habit is a behavior that tends to use a little cognitive process because behavior is often done (Wood, Quinn, & Kashy, 2002).

“I do not know since when there has been a habit like that, it was already there, me and my friend used to do that, it became a habit, it is okay to sleep with friend’s girl. Sometimes even my friend told the others to sleep with his girl, especially when he wants to break a relationship with his girlfriend” (R)

“It was a habit, when I had a girlfriend, I definitely did it. So I considered it was natural.” (N)
The repetition of negative behavior finally makes the individual no longer feel guilty. Some participants claimed they used to have sex, so they were no longer felt guilty. Even they raped or forced a girl to have sex, and they were not felt guilty (Wood, Quinn, & Kashy, 2002).

**Distortion of consequences**

Individuals can ignore or reduce the negative impact on the victim. Individuals can also stay away from the victim so they do not need to see the suffering of the victim (Bandura, 2016). In this study, the result showed that most participants used this mechanism to reduce their guilty feeling.

In the case of fornication, distortion of consequences occurs because the offender could not place himself in another person's position (Ryan, 2010). So the perpetrator fails to recognize the negative impact that is experienced by the victim (Leary-kelly & Bowes-sperry, 2001). This happened to the participants. They ignored the negative impact on the victim. They just thought that as long as they were happy, they would do what they want. Participants only thought about themselves. They did not care about the victim.

*Yes. That girl was crying, but I did not take care of that*” (N)

*“Yeah, I could not bear it, but how?, In my mind, I did want to care… I did not care of that, whatever.”* (N)

*“Once, there was a girl who demanded my responsibility, and her house was a little far away from my house, I felt bad, so… then well, I broke up that girl. It was done.”* (J).

Interestingly, this result of the study also showed a different type of distortion of consequences. This type was a little bit different from the previous explanation of the distortion of consequences by Bandura. Some participants said that they did not feel guilty because there was no negative reaction from the victim or the victim’s family or even from the law after abusing the victim. So the absence of a negative reaction from the victim made participants thinking that their behavior was a commonplace
“The girl did not tell her parents… nothing happened. So I felt fresh, I just felt fresh. Moreover, nothing happened, there was nothing, there was no report, so I thought that action was nothing, it was okay… it has been a long time, so yeah... I thought nothing” (A)

“The victim did not report to the police… so I thought it was okay. Nothing happened. So I felt okay... I felt fresh’ (A)

Beside did not feel guilty because of no negative reaction from the victim; participants also had a false assumption about the fornication on the victim. They consider that obscenity was a consequence of what they had given to women. They bought the victim something or took the victim for a walk. So they thought that sexual intercourse with the victim was a reward that they deserved to have it

“Yes, I paid for the food, took her for a walk. All was spent on my money, so I thought I deserve to have my reward. I had pleased her, so it was naturally if I had sex with her. It was my fee after pleasing her.” (R)

“The girl did not protest, because after doing that, the girl was take care of”(N).

In an intimate relationship, sometimes individuals desire to get some benefits from the relationship (Darfiyanti & Putra, 2012). So participants in this study believed that their relationship with the victim was a kind of reciprocal relationship. According to participants, the victim also got the benefit of being invited to take a walk, and she might also enjoy a sexual relationship. The juvenile sex offenders can indeed experience mistake perception of the victim. They assumed the victim gets a pleasure even though she is forced to have sexual intercourse (Page & Pina, 2015, 2018). So, in this case, juvenile sex offenders had benefited from their immoral actions; they fulfilled their sexual desire. Unfortunately, the way to meet this sexual desire was not following society’s norm. Juvenile sex offenders then used moral disengagement to overcome guilt. If an individual gets high personal benefit from immoral action, an individual tends to make a moral disengagement (Kish-Gephart, Detert, Treviño, Baker, & Martin, 2014).
Dehumanization

Dehumanization occurs in daily life. This comes from a social cognitive process (Haslam, 2006). In the case of the juvenile sex offenders, women are seen as a sexual object. They think that the existence of women is to please their sexual desires. This happened to the participants in this study. They thought women as a sexual object to pleasure them. They could throw away their girlfriend easily when they bored.

The girl is only for fun, well, just like people say that life without making love is like a flowerless garden (J).

“So with the victim’s I just vented my lust” (A)

“I thought the feeling will be different when we play sex with a different girl. I have never tasted my victim before” (N)

Regarding the victim as a sexual object is one way to get rid of guilty feeling. As Bandura stated, assuming that the victim lacks quality as a person, an individual commits crimes against the victim easily (Bandura, 1986, 2016). Many aspects of society related to sexuality reflect the male domination of women. Pornography, prostitution, the role of women as a sexual object in film and so on are the reflection of the view of people who demean women (Macionis, 2009). From social cognitive theory, we know that individual can learn and adopt norm from the environment (Bandura, 1986). So, the juvenile sex offenders may learn this view that demean women in society. This result supported the previous study about seeing women as a sexual object. In a previous study, it was found that in male, there was a positive correlation between women objectification with a tendency to commit sexual violence (Galdi, Maass, & Cadinu, 2014).

Attribution of blame

Blaming the victim or environment is a classic strategy used by the sexual perpetrator. They often say that they are provoked by the victim behavior or appearance so they commit sexual assault (Bandura, 2002). This cognitive strategy makes sexual perpetrator do not feel guilty.
This classic strategy also used by participants in this study. The participant said that they were provoked by the women appearance. Participants also believed that their victims were naughty girls, so it was okay to abuse that kind of girl sexually. So according to participants, the victim was also wrong.

“Yeah…that girl did not seem to have shame. She was a bad girl, ma’am. My victim was a naughty girl. Other boys often took her to the hotel or villa. So for me, I did not feel guilty about sleeping with her.” (F)

“Sometimes, there were girls who seduce men. The girls wore sexy clothes or pants on the thighs. They used short pants and a tight shirt. So what do you think? How about that, girls were like challenging boys. Actually, girls seduced boys. They attracted boys so that the boys would be interested in her. Yeah, all the same, wore shorts, open clothes, used powder eyelashes, lipstick, and perfume. All those were to seduce men.” (N)

"The girl was also drunk, and she was a naughty girl" (E).
“I was drunk and there was a girl in the room, causing lust. It was natural” (E).

One of the myths of rape is the victim is not completely free from mistakes. Women also have a part in sexual abuse through the way they dress and behave. Women are guilty because they fail to prevent men from committing sexual abuse (Page, Pina, & Giner-Sorolla, 2016). Criminals often avoid being held accountable for their actions by blaming the victim or the environment. They said that they only reacted to the victim’s behavior. The actor of sex perpetrators tended to assume that the victim was wrong (Grubb & Turner, 2012). The result of previous research also indicated the same thing. The participant in the previous research, both men and women, blamed the victim of sexual abuse. However, compared to women participants, more men participants tended to blame the victim (Stepanova, 2017).

Active avoidance
This term was used to describe the participant’s refusal to rethink his destructive action. Some participants said that the action had occurred so that it did not need to be rethought. This term is not found in the original theory of Bandura. The way of this thinking can make participants feel free from guilty. Refusing to rethink their detrimental action was a participant way to
remain comfortable. They knew they had violated moral. Then, participants experience cognitive dissonance. Participants overcame this uncomfortable situation by refusing to rethink their action.

“Yeah, just relax. Don’t worry. No need to think about that. If you get bored with your girlfriend, just replace it with someone else.” (R)

“Everything had happened; there was no point in thinking about it.” (R)

“After having sex with a girl, I went to have fun. There was nothing to think about. Life is made easy. No need to think right or wrong, so I did not need to feel sorry.” (J)

This finding was consistent with the previous study about cheating behavior. After cheating, individuals had a motivation to forget information that reminded them of the fraud they had committed (Shu & Gino, 2012). This study was also in line with another previous study on meat consumption habits. When participants in the previous study were asked about the impact of meat consumption habits, they refused to think about that. They avoided discussing the impact because that activity made them uncomfortable (Graca, Calheiros, & OLiveira, 2014). In the current study, participants did want to forget the things that reminded them of fornication they had done.

Social environment that constituted moral disengagement

Moral disengagement does not arise, just like that. The social environment has contributed to the formation of moral disengagement. Data from seven participants illustrated that through their environment, they adopted beliefs or perceptions that make moral in disengagement. The finding of social environments that constituted moral disengagement on this stud was:

Peer group

The main factor that most played a role in the formation of moral disengagement, according to participants, was the peer group. Participants acknowledged they were closer to friends than family. They were quicker and easier to accept friends' opinions than religious teachings or
parental advice. Friends or peer groups made adolescents have a wrong understanding of sexual relationships.

*I was affected by my friends, they told me that watching a porn film it’s okay, so I addicted to watching that kind of film, I usually go to the internet cafe and open porn film link, then watch that porn video.*

(A)

Yes... since ...... secondary school... second grade ... since I have been hanging out with friends... So ...
that thought was from a friend ...yeah, school taught this and that, but outside of school I used to play with some friends from a different school, naughty boy, they often drink alcohol, play women, so finally I ignored what the teacher said (J)

Peers were the dominant factor in shaping the moral disengagement in this study. Participants spent more time with friends than with their families. Adolescents tend to do conformity in peer groups (Caravita et al., 2014). So in juvenile sex offenders, the actors adopt beliefs or misconceptions about inter-gender relationships from peer groups. They commit fornication because of encouragement from friends. This situation may also encourage adolescent perpetrators to do the same or conformity in the way their group treats their female friends (Leary-kelly & Bowes-sperry, 2001). These teenagers also have the belief that friendship or fraternity in a group is more important than a boyfriend. For them, a girlfriend was easier to find again that the best friend. Loyalty to groups is often the basis of justification for the juvenile sex offenders for immoral acts they commit (Page et al., 2016).

*Lack of family attention*

Family is the basis of individual moral formation. If the family is not harmonious, individuals usually tend to prefer to hang out with friends. In this study, six participants came from families that were not conducive. Parents of participant N and participant F were divorced. Participant J lived with his mother while his father worked in another city. Since both of his parents died, participant A was taken care of by his brother. Participants R lived with his grandparents, while his parents lived in another village. Participants E lived with his mother and brother since his father died. His mom had an affair with another man. Such family background caused participants to be easily influenced by peers. They finally committed sexual abuse.
“My father paid more attention to my younger sisters, I felt unnoticed’ (N)

“My parent was divorced, and each of them had been remarriage. Now each is busy with their new family. I Lived with my grandparents. Actually, my father was often drunk.” (F)

The sexual perpetrators usually are raised in families that are not conducive or from damage families (Arslan, Demirkiran, Ramazan, Zeren, & Kokacya, 2016), for example single parents with the absence of father (Knox, 2014) so that individuals do not have a role model about how to act like men (Davids, Londt, & Wilson, 2015). Family disharmony has reduced parental supervision. Lack of parental supervision makes adolescent free to get along with peers who are not a right friend. As a result, adolescents adopt perceptions about inappropriate sexual relations (Barbaree & Langston, 2006). This false perception then is used by adolescents as a moral disengagement to justify sexual abuse (Knox, 2014).

Lack of religiosity
The juvenile sex offenders on this study admitted that they rarely worship according to their religion. Although N and J attended religious-based schools, it turns out that the influence of friends was greater than that of religious dogma. Each parent of participants had tried to get their son to be more diligent in worship. But because of the influence of friends, participants ignored their parent command.

My father told me, shouted, snapped when told me to pray, but I did not pray until I was hit by my father (J)

My father asked me to go to the church, I did not want to. I did not go to the church (N)

Religion can be individual guidance to behave. An individual can distinguish between good and bad. Religion can prevent an individual from hurting others. Lack of religiosity encourages individuals to commit bad deeds and harm others (Salas-wright, Michael, & Maynard, 2013). An individual does not have guidance on how to behave or individuals ignore the norm of religion and society. The important thing is they enjoy it. When their behavior goes wrong, they will
make a reason. They use moral disengagement to reduce guilty feelings. The level of individual religiosity does correlate with the level of individual moral disengagement (Qudsyi, Nurtjahjo, Afsari, Fitriani, & Sholeh, 2018).

**Permissive environment**

A permissive environment makes teenagers ignore the morals that forbid fornication. The environment, where participants lived, tended to be permissive to an extramarital sexual relationship. For example, participant R engaged his first sexual intercourse at an internet rental place. The guard of that place let sexual intercourse happened in his internet rental place. Participant E did sexual abuse at a boarding house. Presumably, the boarding house host did not carry out strict supervision. So the boarding house's residents can do sexual harassment quite easily. Near the house of participant N, there was a square. There were many lodging around the square. Many adults and young people had extramarital sex at those lodging. Actually, society knows that immoral behavior, but they just let it go.

Yeah, right there, I seduced my girlfriend to have sex there in the internet rental. The internet rental's guard knew some people had sex there, but he just shut up. So, it was free, and internet rental was free. (R)

My father's friend also likes to have sex with girls. He did it at lodging around the square, near my house. I knew it, and he also knew that I also did it (N)

My friend invited me to his boarding house. There is a young woman in his room. Then we drank alcohol together. We were drunk…then it happened (E)

Actually, these phenomena were contrary to the prevailing norms in Indonesian society. The norm of society and religion still prohibit extramarital sexual. But it seems, at this time, some people were becoming increasingly permissive. Some people were becoming unwillingly to reprimand those who had extramarital sex. In certain groups of society in Indonesia, there was a growing free relationship between men and women. Participants lived in this kind of environment. Participants saw these phenomena every single day. They adopted these values. So, when participants did fornication to a girl, they also did not feel guilty. They thought it was
okay to have extramarital sex because many people did it. It was a kind of moral disengagement.

So, such social models made individuals unable to distinguish between what can be done and what not to do (Clark, 2014). Plus, low social control of society made individuals commit sexual abuse without feeling guilty (Wahid & Irfan, 2011). So, the environment that was not conducive becomes a bridge to learn antisocial behavior through moral disengagement (Hyde, Shaw, & Moilanen, 2010) including for the juvenile sex offenders (Barbaree & Marshal, 2006; Page & Pina, 2015).

Exposure to pornography

One of the causes of the juvenile sex offenders is exposure to pornography. Pornography in online media is now a common thing, but it is dangerous for adolescents especially male. This is because pornography is a media of sexual education that is wrong and has the potential to teach sexual violence (Stanley et al., 2016). Participant N admitted that he had seen directly his friend did sexual intercourse. The other participants saw the pornographic film through the mass media, especially from the internet.

“Well, I saw them (having sex), then I was curious. I told them. I once caught you, you naked. Then, they said, it was so good. Yes, it felt good. Yes, then I tried it.” (N)

“That was, uhm. Since I watched that porn video on the internet, I wanted to keep watching and watching that film again. If you have ever seen a porn video, you would be addicted to watching that video. Like playing video games, if you have ever played a video game, you would keep playing that game, just like that. You don’t want to change it”. (A)

The pornographic spectacle prompted participants to commit obscenity. Exposure to pornography can indeed increase individual sexual desire, encourage aggression behavior in men and make men more receptive to violence including rape (Macionis, 2009). In social learning theory (Bandura, 1986), a behavior can be learned through observation of the behavior of others. Porn watches both in real life and in the mass media depicting the scene of obscenity can be one means of social learning for teenagers to commit obscenity. This is also reinforced
by adolescent associations regarding sexual intercourse and violence, the myths in society and the effects of desensitization (Gadd & Jefferson, 2013). Exposure to pornography results in desensitization. Individuals will regard what is seen as a natural thing (Lo, Wei, & Wu, 2010).

**The absence of negative reaction from victim and punishment**

The reactions of women who become victims of obscenity affect the minds of juvenile sex offenders. If the victim does not give a negative reaction such as anger or report to the police, the juvenile sex offenders will think that what he has done is something normal. That thing does not make juvenile sex offenders feel guilty for his actions. The next impact is the juvenile sex offenders will probably continue to rape other women.

*But, that was okay... I came home from work and it was nothing from my neighbors ... my neighbor was not angry to me ... yes ... I did not think there was any business with w anymore, it had been already done, I thought that was normal ...... then I did not think anymore ... (A)*

The juvenile sex offenders interpreted the absence of punishment as a sign that the fornication was a normal thing. The fornication was an acceptable action, even for the victim. This finding was consistent with previous studies that, when victims did not show anger, individuals who are sexually abused will assume that victims were happy to be abused (Page & Pina, 2015).

There is no ivory that is not cracked. This proverb illustrates that this research has a limitation. This research only focused on external factors as factors that establish moral disengagement of juvenile sex offenders. The internal factor can also affect moral disengagement. Thus, the result of this study has not been able to describe the factors of moral disengagement on juvenile sex offenders as a whole. Those are external and internal factors.

There are several suggestions, according to the result of this study. Juvenile sex offenders can follow the cognitive-behavioral counseling model. Through this cognitive-behavioral counseling, juvenile sex offenders can replace the previous belief with the new one that more in line with
moral and religious values. In addition, through this cognitive-behavioral counseling, juvenile sex offenders can learn to be more responsible for their actions. Thus, juvenile sex offenders can eliminate moral disengagement.

The government or school can also develop a psychoeducation program for teenagers. This program's aim is to prevent adolescents from doing the sexual crime. This program should emphasize the cognitive element. So that, the adolescent can consider rationally based on moral and religious values when individual face with conflict moral situation.

The last suggestion is for parents. An adolescent is still the responsibility of parents. Therefore, parents should create a conducive environment for adolescents. A parent also should more pay attention to adolescents. The adolescent still needs parental behavior that can be used as an example.

Conclusion
The finding of this study, in general, supported Bandura’s theory of moral disengagement. Juvenile sex offenders engaged in the process of moral disengagement. They reinterpreted their immoral behavior in purpose to reduce their feelings of guilt. However, there were additional forms of moral disengagement that were different from the original theories of disengagement morality. Also, in this study, there was an extension of the notions or indicators of the distortion of consequences.

The moral forms of disengagement perpetrated by the juvenile sex offenders in this study were moral justification, euphemistic labeling, displacement of responsibility, diffusion of responsibility, distortion of consequences, dehumanization, and attribution of blame. These forms were in accordance with Bandura’s original theory. The new form of moral disengagement that was found in this study was active avoidance.
In the distortion of consequences, there was also an extension of the indicator. The juvenile sex offenders perceived his actions as a reciprocal behavior that is equally gaining pleasure. He could fulfill his sexual need while the victim felt happy because they had been bought food and drink. The juvenile sex offenders also perceived that his immoral action was acceptable because there were no negative consequences or protests from victims.

The other result of this study that moral disengagement in juvenile offenders was formed from some social environments. These social environments were peer group, lack of family attention, permissive environment, lack of religiosity, exposure to pornography, and the Absence of negative reaction from victim and punishment.
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